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COLOR DIPOLE BFKL�REGGE FACTORIZATION ANDHIGH-ENERGY PHOTON�PHOTON SCATTERINGN. N. Nikolaev a;b*, J. Speth a, V. R. Zoller **a Institut für Kernphysik, Forshungszentrum JülihD-52425, Jülih, Germanyb L. D. Landau Institute for Theoretial Physis142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, Russia Institute for Theoretial and Experimental Physis117218, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 25 June 2001Based on the olor dipole representation, we investigate onsequenes for the ��; � sattering of the �ndingby Fadin, Kuraev, and Lipatov that the inorporation of asymptoti freedom into the BFKL equation makes theQCD pomeron a series of isolated poles in the angular momentum plane. The emerging olor dipole BFKL�Regge fatorization allows us to relate in a model-independent way the ontributions of eah BFKL pole tothe ��; � sattering and the deep inelasti sattering on protons. Numerial preditions based on ourearly work on the olor dipole BFKL phenomenology of the deep inelasti sattering on protons gives a goodagreement with the reent experimental data from OPAL and L3 experiments at LEP200. We disuss the roleof nonperturbative dynamis and predit a pronouned e�et of the Regge-fatorization breaking due to largeunfatorizable nonperturbative orretions to the perturbative vauum exhange. We omment on the salientfeatures of the BFKL�Regge expansion for the ��; � sattering inluding the issue of the deoupling ofsubleading BFKL poles and the soft plus rightmost hard BFKL pole dominane.PACS: 12.38.-t, 13.60.Hb, 13.85.Lg1. INTRODUCTIONWe study the sattering of virtual and real photons,�(q) + �(p)! X; (1)in the high-energy regime of a large Regge parame-ter 1=x; this parameter depends on virtualities of pho-tons as 1x = W 2 +Q2 + P 2Q2 + P 2 + �2 � 1 (2)and has the orret parton model limit if eitherQ2 � P 2 or P 2 � Q2. In Eq. (2), W 2 = (q + p)2is the enter-of-mass energy squared of olliding spae-like photons �(q) and �(p) with the respetive virtu-alities q2 = �Q2 and p2 = �P 2.*E-mail: kph154�ikp301.ikp.kfa-juelih.de**E-mail: zoller�heron.itep.ru

The high-energy virtual photon�virtual photonsattering an be viewed as an interation of small sizeolor dipoles from the beam and target photons. Thereent strong theoretial [1�5℄ and experimental [1; 6�9℄ (see also a ompilation in [10℄) interest in the high-energy ��; �;  sattering stems from the fat thatvirtualities of photons give a handle on the size of olordipoles in the beam and target photons and, eventually,the short-distane properties of the QCD pomeron ex-hange. For the earlier development of the subjet, seethe pioneering paper [11℄.As notied by Fadin, Kuraev, and Lipatov in1975 [12℄ and disussed in more detail by Lipatovin [13℄, the inorporation of the asymptoti freedominto the BFKL equation [14℄ makes the QCD pomeron aseries of isolated poles in the angular-momentum plane.The ontribution of eah isolated pole to the high-energy sattering amplitude satis�es the familiar Reggefatorization [15℄. In [16℄, we reformulated the onse-1104



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 5 (11), 2001 Color dipole BFKL�Regge fatorization : : :quenes of the Regge fatorization in our olor dipole(CD) approah to the BFKL pomeron. In this paper,we address several losely related issues in the photon�photon sattering in Regge regime (2) whih an betested at LEP200 and Next Linear Collider (NLC).First, following our early work [16�18℄, we dis-uss how the CD BFKL�Regge fatorization leads toparameter-free preditions for the total ross setionsof the ��, �, and  sattering. We �nd goodagreement with the reent experimental data from theL3 and OPAL experiments at LEP [6�9℄.Seond, we disuss the interplay of soft and hard dy-namis of the vauum exhange and omment on theonset of the soft plus rightmost hard BFKL-pole dom-inane in the �� di�rative sattering. The nodalproperties of eigenfuntions of the olor dipole BFKLequation suggest an interesting possibility of the deou-pling of subleading BFKL singularities when the virtu-ality of one or both of photons is in the broad viinityof Q2 � 20 GeV2. This makes the leading hard plussoft approximation (LHSA) previously advoated by usin [18℄ very e�ient.Third, we disuss the impat of the CD BFKL ex-pansion on the ontentious issue of testing the fator-ization properties of photon�photon sattering in theQ2; P 2-plane whih was previously disussed [4℄ onlyin the �S = onst approximation to the BFKL equa-tion. Our result is that the nonperturbative orretionsbreak down the Regge fatorization. The experimen-tal observation of this phenomenon would ontribute tobetter understanding of the nonperturbative dynamisof high-energy proesses.2. OVERVIEW OF THE COLOR DIPOLEBFKL�REGGE FACTORIZATIONIn the olor dipole basis, the beam�target satteringis viewed as a transition of � into a quark�antiquarkpair and the interation of the beam (b) and target(t) olor dipoles of the �avor A;B = u; d; s; . As afundamental quantity, we use the forward dipole sat-tering amplitude and/or the dipole�dipole ross setion�(x; r; r0). One �(x; r; r0) is known, the total ross se-tion of sattering of an AA olor dipole in the beam ona BB olor dipole in the target, �AB(x), is alulatedas�AB(x) = Z dzd2rdz0d2r0j	A(z; r)j2 �� j	B(z0; r0)j2�(x; r; r0); (3)

where r and r0 are the two-dimensional vetors inthe impat parameter plane. In the olor dipole fa-torization formula (3), the dipole�dipole ross setion�(x; r; r0) is beam�target symmetri and universal forall beams and targets, the beam and target depen-dene is onentrated in the probabilities j	A(z; r)j2and j	B(z0; r0)j2 to �nd an AA olor dipole with r inthe beam and a BB olor dipole with r0 in the target,respetively. Hereafter, we fous on ross setions aver-aged over polarizations of the beam and target photons,in whih ase only the n = 0 term of the Fourier series,�(x; r; r0) = 1Xn=0�n(x; r; r0) exp(in'); (4)where ' is the azimuthal angle between r and r0, on-tributes in (3).In 1975, Fadin, Kuraev, and Lipatov observed [12℄(see also Lipatov's extensive disussion [13℄) that theinorporation of asymptoti freedom into the BFKLequation makes the QCD pomeron a series of isolatedpoles in the angular momentum plane. The ontribu-tion of eah pole to sattering amplitudes satis�es thestandard Regge fatorization [15℄, whih in the CD ba-sis implies the CD BFKL�Regge expansion for the va-uum exhange dipole�dipole ross setion:�(x; r; r0) =Xm Cm�m(r)�m(r0)�x0x ��m : (5)Here, the dipole ross setion �m(r) is an eigenfuntionof the CD BFKL equation [16; 17; 19�21℄��m(x; r)� ln(1=x) = K 
 �m(x; r) = �m�m(x; r); (6)with the eigenvalue (interept) �m, where K is thekernel of the BFKL equation in the CD representa-tion [16℄. Arguably, for the transition of � into heavy�avors, with A = ; b; : : : , the hardness sale is set byQ2 + 4m2A, and for light �avors, Q2 + m2� is a sen-sible hoie. Hene, for the light�light transition, weevaluate Regge parameter (2) with �2 = m2�, for thelight-harm ontribution, we take �2 = 4m2 , and forthe harm�harm ontribution, we take �2 = 8m2 .We refer to our early works [16, 17, 21℄ for the de-tails on the CD formulation of the BFKL equation, theinfrared regularization by a �nite propagation radiusR for perturbative gluons and the freezing of strongoupling at large distanes, the hoie of the physiallymotivated boundary ondition for the hard BFKL evo-lution, and for the desription of eigenfuntions. Thesuessful appliation of the CD BFKL�Regge expan-sion to the proton and pion struture funtions and5 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 (11) 1105



N. N. Nikolaev, J. Speth, V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 5 (11), 2001the evaluation of the hard-pomeron ontribution to therise of hadroni and real photoabsorption ross setionsan be found in [16�18; 21℄. We only reapitulate thesalient features of the formalism that are essential forthe present disussion.There is a useful analogy between the interept� = �(0) � 1 and the binding energy for the boundstate problem for the Shrödinger equation. The eigen-funtion �0(r) for the rightmost hard BFKL pole (theground state) orresponding to the largest interept�0 � �P is node-free. The eigenfuntions �m(r) forexited states with m radial nodes have the interept�m < �P. Our hoie of R = 0:27 fm yields the inter-ept �P = 0:4 for the rightmost hard BFKL pole and�m � �0=(m+ 1) for subleading hard poles. The nodeof �1(r) is loated at r = r1 � 0:05�0.06 fm, for largerm the rightmost nodes move to a somewhat larger rand aumulate at r � 0:1 fm; see [16, 17℄ for a moredetailed desription of the nodal struture of �m(r).Here we only emphasize that for solutions with m � 3,the third and higher nodes are loated at a very smallr far beyond the resolution sale 1=pQ2 of foreseeabledeep inelasti sattering (DIS) experiments. We notethat the Regge ut in the omplex angular momen-tum plane found in the muh disussed approximation�S = onst resembles an in�nite, and ontinuous, se-quene of poles. In a ounterpart of our CD BFKL�Regge expansion (5) for the approximation �S = onst,the interept �m would be a ontinuous parameter inontrast to the disrete spetrum for the standard run-ning �S parameter.Beause the BFKL equation sums ross setions ofthe prodution of multigluon �nal states, the perturba-tive two-gluon Born approximation is an arguably nat-ural boundary ondition. This leaves the starting pointx0 as the only free parameter that ompletely �xesthe result of the hard BFKL evolution for the dipole�dipole ross setion. We follow the hoie x0 = 0:03made in [21℄. The very ambitious program for desrib-ing F2p(x;Q2) starting from this, perhaps exessivelyrestritive, perturbative two-gluon boundary onditionhas been launhed by us in [16℄ and met with remark-able phenomenologial suess [17, 18℄.Beause the subleading solutions withm � 3 annotbe resolved in the attainable region of r and all thesesolutions have similar interepts �m � 1, in prati-al evaluation of �AB we an trunate expansion (5) atm = 3, thereby lumping the ontributions of all singu-larities with m � 3 in the m = 3 term. Spei�ally, ifwe endow

�3(r) = �Born(r) � 2Xm=0�m(r) (7)with the e�etive interept �3 = 0:06, the trunatedexpansion reprodues the numerial solution �(x; r) ofour CD BFKL equation in the wide range of dipolesizes 10�3 fm . r . 10 fm with the auray of ap-proximately 10% even at moderately small x. Thistrunation an be justi�ed a posteriori if the ontri-bution from m � 3 turns out to be a small orretion,whih is indeed the ase at small x.Whereas the sattering of small dipoles r . Ris dominated by the exhange of perturbative glu-ons, the interation of large dipoles with the pro-ton target has been modeled in Ref. [17; 18; 21℄ bythe nonperturbative soft pomeron with the interept�soft(0) � 1 = �soft = 0. An extra term �soft(r; r0)must then be added to the right-hand side of expan-sion (5).From the early phenomenology of DIS and thedi�rative vetor meson prodution o� the proton tar-get, we only know the parameterization of �soft(r; r0)when one of the dipoles is de�nitely large, of the orderof the proton size. Evaluation of the soft ontributionto the �� sattering inevitably introdues model de-pendene if both dipoles are small. Modeling the softontribution by the exhange of two nonperturbativegluons suggests [22℄�soft(r; r0) / r2r02r2 + r02and the nonfatorizable ross setion in the form���soft (Q2; P 2) / 1Q2 + P 2 :A similar nonperturbative ross setion �soft is foundin the soft pomeron models [23℄. The expliit parame-terization is given in Appendix.Finally, at moderately small values of x, the t-han-nel gluon tower exhange desribed above must beomplemented by the t-hannel q�q exhange often as-soiated with the DIS o� vetor mesons (hadroniomponent) and o� the perturbative (point-like) q�q-omponent of the target photon wave funtion. We addthe orresponding orretions only to the real photonstruture funtion F2(x;Q2) to estimate the interplayof the vauum and nonvauum exhanges in the ur-rently aessible kinematial region of not very smallx. In all other ases of interst, we onentrate on thepure vauum exhange at x . x0, where the nonva-uum orretions are negligibly small.1106



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 5 (11), 2001 Color dipole BFKL�Regge fatorization : : :In our evaluation of the box diagram ontributionto F pl2(x;Q2), whih is [24℄F pl2(x;Q2) = 3�em� Xq=u;d;s; e4qx��x2 + (1� x)2� �� ln Q2(1� x)xQ2q + 8x(1� x)� 1� ; (8)we take the �-meson mass as the lower ut-o� for thelight-�avor-loop integral, Q2q = m2� for q = u; d; s, andthe harm quark mass for the -loop, Q2 = m2 . InEq. (8), eq is the quark harge.To desribe the hadroni omponent of F2 we takethe oherent mixture of the �0 and ! mesons [25℄. Sup-plemented with the standard assumptions on the vetormeson valene quark density, this givesF had2 (x) = �em12 �4(g� + g!)2 + (g� � g!)2)���px (1� x); (9)where the oupling onstants g2V = 4�=f2V entering theFok state expansionjihad = ef� j�i+ ef! j!i+ : : :are given by g2� = 0:5 and g2! = 0:043 [10℄. We ne-glet the Q2 evolution whih, at reasonable values ofthe lower sale, is a small orretion on the interval1:9 GeV2 � Q2 � 5 GeV2 where the small-x data onF2 were taken.Combining Eqs. (5) and (3) and adding the softand nonvauum omponents, we obtain our prinipalresult for the virtual�virtual sattering (m = 0; 1; 2; 3,A;B = u; d; s; )���va (x;Q2; P 2) = (4�2�em)2Q2P 2 ��Xm CmXA;B fAm(Q2)fBm(P 2)� 3x02xAB��m ++ ���soft (x;Q2; P 2): (10)To make the sale dependene disussed in Introdutionexpliit, we provide � and x de�ned by Eq. (2) with twoindies, A and B, indiating the �avor of the beam andthe target dipoles: �2AB = m2� for A;B = u; d; s while�2AB = 4m2 if either A =  or B =  and the se-ond dipole is made of light quarks and �2AB = 8m2 ifA = B = .

For the DIS o� real (quasi-real) photons withP 2 � 0 we have (A = u; d; s; )F2(x;Q2) =Xm AmXA fAm(Q2)�32 x0xA��m ++ F soft2 (x;Q2) + Fnva2 (x;Q2) ; (11)where xA = Q2 + �2AW 2 +Q2and �2A = m2� for A = u; d; s, while �2A = 4m2 forA = . The � omponent of the target photon wavefuntion is strongly suppressed at P 2 � 0 and an benegleted for all the pratial purposes as well as the �ontent of the target proton. This observation simpli-�es fatorization relation (11) for the real photon stru-ture funtion. In Eq. (11), the nonvauum omponentdenoted by Fnva2 isFnva2 (x;Q2) = F had2 (x;Q2) + F pl2(x;Q2) (12)and the ross setions��m (Q2) = h�T j�m(r)j�T i+ h�Lj�m(r)j�Li (13)are alulated with the well-known olor dipole distri-butions in the transverse (T ) and longitudinal (L) pho-ton of the virtuality Q2 derived in [26℄, and the eigen-struture funtions are de�ned as usual,fm(Q2) = Q24�2�em ��m (Q2) : (14)The Regge parameter involves the fator 3=2 beausein the sattering of a olor dipole on the photon, thee�etive dipole�dipole ollision energy is 3=2 of that inthe referene sattering of the olor dipole on the three-quark nuleon at the same total .m.s. energy W . Theanalytial formulas for the eigen-struture funtionsfm(Q2) and f m(Q2) are given in Appendix. Here, as inall our previous alulations, we put m = 1:5 GeV. Wedo not need any new parameters in addition to thoseused in the desription of the DIS and real photoabsorp-tion on protons [16�18℄; the results for the expansionparameters Am and �m(0) are summarized in Table 1.We reall that beause of the di�usion in theolor dipole spae, the exhange of perturbative glu-ons also ontributes to the interation of large dipolesr > R [20℄. However, this hard interation-drivene�et is still small at a moderately large Regge pa-rameter. For this reason, we refer to the terms withm = 0; 1; 2; 3 as the hard ontribution as opposed tothe genuine soft interation.1107 5*



N. N. Nikolaev, J. Speth, V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 5 (11), 2001Table 1. CD BFKL�Regge expansion parametersm �m �pm; mb Cm; mb�1 Am=�em �m; �b �m ; nb0 0.402 1.243 0.804 0.746 6.767 36.841 0.220 0.462 2.166 0.559 1.885 7.692 0.148 0.374 2.674 0.484 1.320 4.653 0.06 3.028 0.330 0.428 9.456 29.53soft 0 31.19 0.0321 0.351 79.81 204.2
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0.40.6 m = 0m = 1m = 2m = 3soft10�1
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Q2, GeV2Fig. 1. The normalized ratio of the soft-to-rightmost-hard and subleading hard-to-rightmosthard expansion oe�ients (m = 0; 1; 2; 3; soft)rm(Q2) = ���m =���va of the BFKL�Regge expan-sion for the �� sattering at x = x03. ISOLATING THE SOFT PLUS RIGHTMOSTHARD BFKL POLE IN HIGHLYVIRTUAL�VIRTUAL �� SCATTERINGWe start with the theoretially leanest ase of thehighly virtual photons, P 2; Q2 � 1 GeV2, and fouson the vauum exhange omponent of the total rosssetion. The CD BFKL approah with asymptoti free-dom uniquely predits that subleading eigen-struturefuntions have a node at Q2 � 20 GeV2; in this re-gion of Q2, the rightmost hard pole ontribution dom-inates. This suppression of the subleading hard bak-ground is shown in Fig. 1, where we plot the ratio(m = 0; 1; 2; 3; soft)rm(Q2) = ���m �32x0; Q2; Q2����va �32x0; Q2; Q2�

100 101 102 1030.2
0.3
0.4

Q2, GeV2
�eff

Fig. 2. Preditions from the CD BFKL�Regge expan-sion for the e�etive interept �eff , Eq. (15), for thediagonal ase Q2 = P 2 and W = 50 GeV (dottedurve), 100 GeV (dashed urve), 200 GeV (dot-dashedurve)that de�nes the relative size of di�erent ontributionsto ���va at x = 3x0=2. At this value of x, the on-tribution of the subleading hard BFKL poles remainsmarginal in a broad range of Q2, although the ontri-bution of the single-node omponent m = 1 beomessubstantial at Q2 & 103 GeV2.The soft-pomeron exhange ontributes substan-tially over all Q2 and dominates at Q2 . 1 GeV2.However, at very large W � 100 GeV, whih is of thepratial interest at LEP and LHC, suh small values ofQ2 orrespond to very small x, where the soft and sub-leading hard ontributions are Regge suppressed by thefator (x=x0)�Pand (x=x0)0:5�P, respetively. The lat-ter is learly seen in Fig. 2, where the e�etive pomeroninterept �eff = �� ln���va� lnx (15)1108
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10�2 10�1 100 101 102 10310�1100101102103(W;Q2 ;Q2 ),nb�� �
Q2, GeV2

1 23
Fig. 3. Preditions from the CD BFKL�Regge expansionfor the vauum exhange omponent of the virtual�virtial�� ross setion for the diagonal ase of Q2 = P 2 andfor the ms ollision energy W = 50, 100 and 200 GeV(solid urves 1, 2, and 3, respetively). The leading hardBFKL exhnage plus soft-pomeron exhange Approxima-tion (LHSA) is shown by the long-dash urve. The softpomeron omponent of the ross setion is shown sepa-rately by the dashed urveis presented for the diagonal ase Q2 = P 2 at threedi�erent values of W .Aording to the results shown in Fig. 1, the dom-inane of the soft plus rightmost hard BFKL pomeronexhange in the virtual�virtual �� sattering holds ina very broad range of Q2; P 2 . 500 GeV2, whih nearlyexhausts the interesting kinematial region at LEP200and NLC. The quality of the leading hard pole plus softapproximation (LHSA) an also be judged from Fig. 3for the diagonal ase where Q2 = P 2; in Fig. 3 we showthe soft omponent of the ross setion separately (thedashed urve). That the ontribution of the sublead-ing hard BFKL exhange is marginal is lear from the�nding that the approximation of a soft pomeron plusthe rightmost hard BFKL exhange (LHSA) shown bylong-dash urve nearly exhausts the result of the om-plete CD BFKL�Regge expansion for the vauum ex-hange.Reently, the L3 ollaboration [8℄ reported the �rstexperimental evaluation of the vauum exhange inthe equal virtuality �� sattering. Their proe-dure of subtrating the nonvauum reggeon and/orthe quark parton model ontribution is desribedin [8℄, arguably the subtration unertainties aremarginal within the present error bars. In Fig. 4,we ompare our preditions to the L3 data. Theexperimental data and theoretial urves are shownvs. the variable Y = ln(W 2=pQ2P 2). The

virtuality of two photons varies in the range of1:2GeV2 < Q2; P 2 < 9GeV2 (hQ2; P 2i = 3:5GeV2)at ps � 91GeV and 2:5GeV2 < Q2; P 2 < 35GeV2at ps � 183GeV (hQ2; P 2i = 14GeV2). We appliedthe averaging proedure desribed in [8℄ to the theo-retial ross setions. The solid urve is a result of theomplete BFKL�Regge expansion for the vauum ex-hange, the long-dash urve is a sum of the rightmosthard BFKL exhange and the soft-pomeron exhange.Shown by the dashed line is the soft pomeron ontribu-tion. The agreement of our estimates with the experi-ment is good, the ontribution of the subleading hardBFKL exhange is negligible within the experimentalerror bars.The early alulations [2�4℄ of the perturbativevauum omponent of ��� used the approximation�S = onst that predits the P 2; Q2-dependene di�er-ent from our result for the CD BFKL approah withrunning �S . A detailed omparison with numerial re-sults by Brodsky, Hautmann, and Soper (BHS) [4℄ isreported by the L3 Collaboration [8℄, whih founds thatBHS formulas substantially overpredit ���va . In [3℄,the same perturbative �xed-�S BFKL model with amassive -quark was onsidered. At hQ2i = 14 GeV2and moderately small x (x & 3 � 10�2), the model is inagreement with the L3 data, but at smaller x, alreadyat x � 7 � 10�3, it substanially overpredits ���va . AthQ2i = 3:5 GeV2, the results in [3℄ are substantiallyabove the L3 data for all x.4. VIRTUAL�REAL � SCATTERING: THERIGHTMOST HARD BFKL POLE IN THEPHOTON STRUCTURE FUNCTIONThe disussion of the photon struture funtionlosely follows that of the proton and pion struturefuntions in [16�18℄. Our normalization of eigenfun-tions is suh that the vauum (sea) ontribution to theproton struture funtion (m = soft; 0; 1; : : : ; 3)F2p(x;Q2) =Xm fm(Q2)�x0x ��m ; (16)has the CD BFKL�Regge expansion oe�ientsApm = 1. There is a fundamental point that thedistribution of small-size olor dipoles in the photonis enhaned ompared to that in the proton [18℄;this enhanes the importane of the rightmost hardBFKL exhange. Indeed, loser inspetion of theexpansion oe�ients Am shown in table 1 revealsthat subleading hard BFKL exhanges are suppressedby the fator � 1:5 to 2, whereas the soft-pomeronexhange ontribution is suppressed by the fator � 3.1109
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Fig. 4. Preditions from the CD BFKL�Regge expansion for the vauum exhange omponent of the virtual�virtial ��ross setion for the diagonal ase of hQ2i = hP 2i are onfronted with the experimental data by the L3 Collaboration [10℄.The experimental data and theoretial urves are shown vs. the variable Y = ln(W 2=pQ2P 2)
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Fig. 5. Preditions from the CD the BFKL�Regge expansion for the photon struture funtion. The solid urve shows theresult from the omplete BFKL�Regge expansion with the soft-pomeron (the dashed urve) and valene (the dot-dashedurve) omponents inluded, the dotted urve shows the rightmost hard BFKL (LH) plus soft-pomeron (S) plus non-vauum(NV) approximation (LHSNVA). The long-dash line orresponds to the LH plus S approximation (LHSA). Data points arefrom [6, 9℄Our preditions for the photon struture funtionare parameter-free and are presented in Fig. 5. Atmoderately small x � 0:1, there is a substantial nonva-uum reggeon exhange ontribution from the DIS o�the hadroni (q�q) omponent of the target photon wavefuntion, whih an be regarded as well onstrained by
the large x data. We use here the parameterizationspresented above (Eqs. (8), (9), and (12)). The solidurve shows the result of the omplete BFKL�Reggeexpansion with the soft-pomeron (the dashed urve)and quasi-valene (the dot-dashed urve) omponentsinluded, the dotted urve shows the rightmost hard1110
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10�1 100 101 102 103100101102103(W;Q2 ;0),nb��  1 3 2 Q2, GeV2Fig. 6. Preditions from the CD BFKL�Regge expansionfor the vauum exhange omponent of the the virtual�real � total ross setion and for the ms ollisionenergy W = 50, 100, and 200 GeV (solid urves 1, 2,and 3, respetively). The result from the rightmost hardBFKL (LH) plus soft-pomeron (S) approximation (LHSA)is shown by the long-dash urve. The soft-pomeron ex-hange omponent of the ross setion is shown sepa-rately by the dashed urveBFKL (LH) plus soft-pomeron (S) plus nonvauum(NV) approximation (LHSNVA). A omparison of thesolid and dotted urves learly shows that the sublead-ing hard BFKL exhanges are numerially small in theexperimentally interesting region of Q2, the rightmosthard BFKL pole exhausts the hard vauum ontribu-tion for 2 GeV2 . Q2 . 100 GeV2. The nodal proper-ties of subleading hard BFKL struture funtions arelearly seen: LHSNVA slightly underestimates F2 atQ2 . 10GeV2 and overestimates F2 at Q2 & 50 GeV2.For another illustration of the same nodal property ofthe subleading hard omponents, see Fig. 6, where weshow the vauum omponent of the virtual�real totalross setion ��tot as a funtion of Q2 at �xed W . Asseen from Fig. 1, the soft ontribution rises towardssmall Q2, but this rise is ompensated to a large ex-tent by the small-x enhanement of the rightmost hardBFKL ontribution by the large Regge fator (x0=x)�P.For this region, the soft bakground (the dashed urve)remains marginal over the entire range of Q2. Beauseof the node e�et, the m = 1 subleading omponenthanges the sign and beomes quite substantial at verylarge Q2 and moderately small x.Reently, the L3 and OPAL ollaborations reportedthe �rst experimental data on the photon struturefuntion at su�iently small x [6, 9℄. These data areshown in Fig. 5 and are in good agreement with thepreditions from the CD BFKL�Regge expansion. A

omparison with the long-dash urve, whih is the sumof the rightmost hard BFKL and soft exhanges, showsthat the experimental data are in the region of x andQ2 still a�eted by the nonvauum reggeon (quasi-valene) exhange; going to smaller x and larger Q2would greatly improve the sensitivity to the pure va-uum exhange.In order to give a rude idea on �nite-energy e�etsat large x and not so large values of the Regge parame-ter, we streth the theoretial urves slightly to x & x0by multiplying the BFKL�Regge expansion result withthe purely phenomenologial fator 1�x motivated bythe familiar behavior of the gluon struture funtion ofthe photon � (1� x)n with the exponent n � 1.5. THE REAL�REAL  SCATTERINGWe reall that beause of the well-known BFKL dif-fusion in the olor dipole spae, the exhange by per-turbative gluons also ontributes to the interation oflarge dipoles r > R [20℄. As disussed in [18℄, this givesrise to a substantially rising omponent of the hadroniand real photoabsorption ross setions and a senarioin whih the observed rise of hadroni and real photonross setions are entirely due to this intrusion of hardsattering. This is a motivation behind our hoie ofthe interept �soft = 0 for the soft pomeron exhange.Furthermore, in order to make this piture quantita-tive, one must invoke strong absorption/unitarizationto tame the too rapid growth of the large dipole om-ponent of the hard BFKL dipole ross setion. Thease of the real�real  sattering is not an exeptionand the above enhanement of small dipole on�gura-tions in photons ompared to hadrons uniquely preditsthat the hard BFKL exhange omponent of the real�real  sattering is enhaned ompared to the proton�proton and/or pion�proton sattering. This is learlyseen from Table 1, where we show the oe�ients�m = �m�mCm (17)of the expansion for the vauum exhange omponentof the total  ross setion (m = 0; 1; 2; 3; soft)�va =Xm �m �W 2x0m2� ��m : (18)One must look at the soft�hard hierarhy of �m and�m; �pm in the ounterparts of (18) for the p and ppsattering. This enhanement of the hard BFKL ex-hange is on�rmed by a simpli�ed vauum pole plusnonvauum reggeon exhange �ts to the real�real 1111
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Fig. 7. Our preditions from the CD BFKL�Regge fa-torization for the single-vauum exhange ontributionto the real�real  sattering are ompared with the re-ent experimental data from the OPAL ollaboration [7℄and [10℄ for the ases of Q2 = 0 (urve 1 ), 2 GeV2 (urve2 ), 10 GeV2 (urve 3 ), 25 GeV2 (urve 4 )total ross setion: the found interept of the e�etivevauum pole, � � 0:21, is muh larger than � � 0:095from similar �ts to the hadroni ross setion data.In Fig. 7, we ompare our preditions from the CDBFKL�Regge fatorization for the single-vauum ex-hange ontribution to the real�real  sattering withthe reent experimental data from the OPAL ollabo-ration [7℄ and [10℄. The theoretial urves are in theright ballpark, but the truly quantitative disussion oftotal ross setions of soft proesses requires better un-derstanding the absorption/unitarization e�ets.6. REGGE FACTORIZATION IN THE ��AND  SCATTERINGIf the vauum exhange were an isolated Reggepole, the well-known Regge fatorization would holdfor asymptoti ross setions [15℄,�bbtot�aatot = �abtot�abtot : (19)In the CD BFKL approah, this Regge fatorizationholds for eah term in the BFKL�Regge expansion forthe vauum exhange, but evidently the sum of the fa-torized terms does not satisfy fatorization (19). Onean hope for an approximate fatorization if a singleterm dominates the BFKL�Regge expansion. The or-retions to the exat fatorization still exist even forthe single pole exhange beause of the light q�q andharm � mass sale di�erene disussed above.One suh ase is the real�real  sattering dom-inated by the soft-pomeron exhange (although the

0.81.01.21.4
101 102 103W , GeV

R
Fig. 8. Our evaluation of R for single-vauum om-ponent of total ross setions using the CD BFKL ap-proah (solid urve) and the rightmost hard BFKL plussoft-pomeron approximation (LHSA, dashed urve)fatorization of the soft on-shell amplitudes nevergained strong support from the high-energy Regge phe-nomenology). For this reason, the CD BFKL�Reggeexpansion, that reprodues well the vauum exhangeomponents of the pp and p sattering annot fail forthe vauum omponent in real�real  sattering. Therise of the ontribution of the hard-BFKL exhangebreaks the Regge fatorization relationR = �va�pp�pva�pva = 1 ; (20)whih would restore at extremely high energies suhthat the rightmost hard BFKL exhange dominates.This property is illustrated in Fig. 8, where we showour evaluation of R for the single-vauum omponentof the total ross setions entering (19). At moderatelyhigh energies, the naive fatorization breaks but the ex-peted breaking is still weak, . 20%. This urve mustnot be taken at fae value for W & 0:1�1 TeV beauseof likely strong absorption e�ets, but the trend of Rbeing larger than unity and rising with energy shouldwithstand the unitarity e�ets. The seond ase is thehighly virtual�virtual �� sattering. As we empha-sized in Se. 3, the CD BFKL approah here uniquelypredits that beause of the nodal property of the sub-leading eigen-struture funtions, the superposition ofsoft and rightmost hard BFKL poles dominate the va-uum exhange in a broad range of Q2; P 2 . 103 GeV2.The above disussion learly suggests that di�er-ent ross setions must be taken at the same value ofx�1 =W 2=(Q2 + P 2), in whih ase the vauum om-ponents of the �� sattering at Q2; P 2 � 4m2 andx� x0 would satisfyR��(x) == [���(x;Q2; P 2)℄2���(x;Q2; Q2)���(x; P 2; P 2) = 1: (21)1112
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Q=P0.1 101Fig. 9. The fatorization ross setion ratio R��(x) at �xed x and QP as a funtion of Q=P for x = 10�2 (dotted line),x = 10�3 (long-dash line), and x = 10�4 (dashed line)In aordane with the results shown in Fig. 1, thesoft exhanges break fatorization relation (21). Thebreaking is quite substantial at moderate x = 0:01(dotted line in Fig. 9), and breaking e�ets disappearrapidly (as x�0) when x ! 0. If the vauum singular-ity were the Regge ut, as is the ase with the approx-imation �S = onst, the restoration of fatorization ismuh slower, f. our Fig. 9 and Fig. 9 in [4℄.For the obvious reason that the soft-pomeron ex-hange is so predominant in the real photon sattering,whereas the soft plus rightmost hard BFKL exhangeis outstanding in the virtual�virtual and real�virtualphoton�photon sattering, it is ill advised to look atfatorization ratio R��(W ) when one of the photonsis quasi-real, P 2 � 0. In this limit, one would �ndstrong departures of R��(W ) from unity. For pre-isely the same reason of predominane of the soft-pomeron exhange in the pp sattering vs. a nearlydominant rightmost hard BFKL pole exhange in DISat small x and 5�10 GeV2 . Q2 . 100 GeV2, see [18℄,the naive fatorization estimate���(W;Q2; P 2) � ��p(W;Q2)��p(W;P 2)�pp(W ) (22)would not make muh sense.

7. CONCLUSIONSWe explored the onsequenes for small-x photonstruture funtions F2(x;Q2) and high-energy two-photon ross setions ��� and � from the olordipole BFKL�Regge fatorization. Beause of thenodal properties of eigen-struture funtions of sub-leading hard BFKL exhanges, the CD BFKL approahuniquely predits that the vauum exhange is stronglydominated by the ombination of soft plus rightmosthard BFKL pole exhanges in a very broad range ofphoton virtualities Q2; P 2 whih inludes muh of thekinematial domain attainable at LEP200 and NLC.Starting with a very restritive perturbative two-gluonexhange as a boundary ondition for the BFKL evo-lution in the olor dipole basis and having �xed thestaring point of the BFKL evolution in the early re-sulting CD BFKL�Regge phenomenology of the pro-ton struture �ntion, we presented parameter-free pre-ditions for the vauum exhange ontribution to thephoton struture funtion that agree well with OPALand L3 determinations. A good agreement is foundbetween our preditions for the energy and photon vir-tuality dependene of the photon�photon ross setion���(W;Q2; P 2) and the reent data taken by the L3Collaboration [8℄. We ommented on the utility ofRegge fatorization tests of the CD BFKL�Regge ex-pansion.1113



N. N. Nikolaev, J. Speth, V. R. Zoller ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 5 (11), 2001Table 2. CD BFKL�Regge the all-�avor struture funtion parametersm am m r2m ; GeV�2 R2m ; GeV�2 z(1)m z(2)m z(3)m Æm0 0.0232 0.3261 1.1204 2.6018 1.1 0.2788 0.1113 0.8755 3.4648 2.4773 1.09152 0.1953 0.0833 1.5682 3.4824 1.7706 12.991 1.24503 1.4000 0.04119 3.9567 2.7706 0.23585 0.72853 1.13044 0.5007soft 0.1077 0.0673 7.0332 6.6447Table 3. CD BFKL�Regge harm struture funtion parametersm am m r2m; R2m; K2m; z(1)m z(2)m ÆmGeV�2 GeV�2 GeV�20 0.02140 0.2619 0.3239 0.2846 1.1 0.0782 0.03517 0.0793 0.2958 0.2846 0.2499 1.92492 0.00438 0.03625 0.0884 0.2896 0.2846 0.0175 3.447 1.79853 �0:26313 2.1431 3:7424 � 10�2 8:1639 � 10�2 0.13087 158.52 559.50 0.62563soft 0.01105 0.3044 0.09145 0.1303
This work was supported in part by thegrants INTAS-96-597, INTAS-97-30494, and DFG436RUS17/11/99. APPENDIXA.1. CD BFKL all-�avor eigen-struturefuntionsIn the early disussion of DIS o� protons, the re-sults of numerial solutions of the CD BFKL equationfor the all-�avor (u+d+s+) eigen-struture funtionsfm(Q2) were parameterized asf0(Q2) = a0 R20Q21 +R20Q2 �� �1 + 0 ln(1 + r20Q2)�0 ; (23)fm(Q2) = amf0(Q2) 1 +R20Q21 +R2mQ2 �� mYi=1�1� zz(i)m � ; m � 1; (24)

where 0 = 4=3�0 andz = �1 + m ln(1 + r2mQ2)�m � 1; m = 0Æm: (25)The parameters tuned to reprodue the numerialresults for fm(Q2) at Q2 . 105 GeV2 are listed in Ta-ble 2.The soft omponent of the proton struture funtionas derived from �soft(r) taken from [27℄ is parameter-ized asfsoft(Q2) = asoftR2softQ21 +R2softQ2 �� �1 + soft ln(1 + r2softQ2)� ; (26)with the parameters given in Table 2.The ross setion ���soft (Q2; P 2) obtained by theontinuation of the above,��psoft = 4�2�emQ2 fsoft(Q2);1114
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